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1. Introduction
When an electron current flows perpendicular to a magnetic field through a con-
ducting medium, the charges are forced to deviate to one side creating an imbalance
which results in a measurable electric potential conveying important information
about the material. A device based on this, so-called Hall effect, has been studied
in detail by Ausserlechner [1] who has found that its operating features are summed
up in the Hall-geometry-factor

































Here p and f are related to the input and output resistances by λf = 2K(f)/K
′(f)
and λp = K












Due to the symmetry of the device G(λf , λp)/
√
λfλp must be unchanged under
the substitution (λf , λp) → (2/λf , 2/λp). This can be recast into the remarkable
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1− q2), which is our aim to prove in this
note.
2. A Double Integral Identity
Theorem 1. For parameters p, q ∈ (0, 1), define correspondingly p′ =
√
1− p2, q′ =√









1− p cosx√1 + q cos y
=
4√









1− 2q1+q sin2 φ
. (1)
Before proving the functional equation stated in the theorem above, we need to
convert double integrals like A(p, q) into single integrals over the products of elliptic
integrals and elementary functions, as described in the lemma below.
Lemma 2. For 0 < β < α < 1, the following identity holds:1∫ pi/2
0
d θ√





























1− t , (2)
where the integrations are carried out along straight line-segments joining the end
points.
Proof. In what follows, we write Yλ(X) :=
√
X(1−X)(1− λX) for X ∈ (0, 1) and
λ ∈ (0, 1), with the square root taking positive values. It is clear that the complete
elliptic integral K(
√
















































1− αUV . (4)
















































log(1− αV ). (5)
1The constraint 0 < β < α < 1 is needed in the derivation of (2), the validity of which extends
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Here, the first two single integrals over V can be evaluated in closed form [4,
Eqs. 2.2.3 and 2.2.4]:∫ 1
0













1− α) log(1 − α), (7)
























log(1− αW − β(1 −W ))













log(1 − αW − β(1 −W ))
1− [1 − αW − β(1 −W )]U .
(8)




1− V , (9)
we obtain ∫ 1
0





W (1 −W )
log(1− αW − β(1 −W ))









V (1− V )
log
(
1− α+ (α−β)(1−V )1−βUV
)




1− α+ (α−β)(1−V )1−βUV
)













allows us to integrate over V and U in a sequel on the right-hand side, leading to∫ 1
0





W (1 −W )
log(1− αW − β(1 −W ))
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with the aid of (6). Likewise, starting with a variable substitution W = [1 − (1 −
β)U ]V/[1− (1− β)UV ] such that
W
1−W =
[1− (1− β)U ]V
1− V , (14)
we may compute∫ 1
0






log(1− αW − β(1 −W ))



























Thus, the claimed identity is verified. 
Exploiting the integral identity in the lemma above, together with some modular
transformations of elliptic integrals, we will prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We recall that the Legendre function of the first kind of degree
−1/4 is defined by



















1− u, t ∈ C r [1,+∞). (16)
The following relations between P−1/4 and the complete elliptic integral K are























2 − 1), (18)
which are provable by standard transformations of the respective hypergeometric
functions, provided that q ∈ (0, 1).
















1− t√1− p+√1 + p
d t√
1− t . (19)
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which are readily verified by squaring both sides.
Therefore, with p′ =
√
1− p2, q′ =
√




























which is evidently equal to A(p′, q′). 
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